Are storage allocation headaches getting you down?
Are your symbols coming out of your machine with bits missing and frayed at the decrement? Are your binary trees cluttered with ugly dead leaves? Then try the REVOLUTIONARY NEW LISP II, brought to you by the makers of LISP 1.5--known throughout the world as the standard for high quality in list processing! LISP II eliminates parenthesis-counting drudgery--leaves your conditional expressions shorter than short! LISP II gives you more conses per microsecond or your money back! Not only that--but every model of LISP II comes equipped with the exclusive LISP Garbage Collector. Only the LISP Garbage Collector leaves your freespaces bright and clean without messy erasures or clumsy responsibility bits. No space wasted on backwards pointers in LISP II.---LISP II is a forward-looking language. No need to settle for old-fashioned data types, either. In XXX LISP II you have more data types than you can shake a transistor at--and you can add your own personalized types just the way you want them with no fuss or bother at all.
Better yet--LISP II gives you not one--not three--but infinitely many levels of nesting of list structures! And only LISP II has the new FUNARG device, for swift and silent transmission of functional arguments without ever losing a bound variable! So rush right down to your corner console and ask for your copy of LISP II!
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